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PRESS RELEASE 

16 February 2022  

 

SNCF Voyageurs and Alstom present the first French 
hybrid train for the Occitanie, Grand-Est, Nouvelle-
Aquitaine and Centre-Val-de-Loire regions 

• The first few months of testing the hybrid Régiolis trainset have been 
conclusive. The recycling and reuse of braking energy will reduce the 
train's energy consumption by up to 20%. 

• The commercial service will start in the second quarter of 2023 with 
services in the territories of each of the four partner regions.  

• A zero-emission mode will be tested on urban routes.  
 

One year after its hybridization and after 8 months of tests, SNCF Voyageurs and Alstom are 

presenting the first French hybrid train at the Alstom site in Reichshoffen and in the Régions 

de France headquarters in Paris, with the participation of the Occitanie, Grand-Est, Nouvelle-

Aquitaine and Centre-Val-de-Loire regions.   

 

A French première 

This electric-diesel-battery regional train is the first hybridisation project of a Régiolis train in 

France. The project was launched in 2018 by SNCF Group and Alstom, with the mobilisation 

and financial participation of the Occitanie, Grand-Est, Nouvelle-Aquitaine and Centre-Val-de-

Loire Regions, and the provision by the Occitanie Region of a train from its liO fleet. The 

ambition of the project is to contribute to the decarbonisation of the regional trains fleet. The 

objectives are to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, with a solution 

that makes it possible to adapt the existing diesel fleet without having to modify the current 

infrastructure. 

 

Eight months of testing 

The validation of the energy storage systems at Alstom's Tarbes site (centre of excellence for 

"green" traction systems), at the end of 2020, enabled the first Régiolis train to be hybridised 

at the beginning of 2021 at the Alstom Reichshoffen site. The hybridisation of the train 

consisted of replacing half of the diesel engines with energy storage systems made up of 

lithium-ion batteries. The train was also temporarily equipped with a laboratory coach and 

sensors to measure the train's energy flows.  

 

Equipped with its two energy storage systems and its laboratory coach, the train started its 

tests in 2021. A static and dynamic tuning phase at up to 60 km/h took place in Reichshoffen 

to check the train's operations and test its hybrid traction mode. The tests then continued on 

the Velim test center (in the Czech Republic), with validation and certification tests at up to 160 

km/h. All of the train's new traction modes were tested at high speed and the route simulation 

models were validated.  
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Successful initial feedback 
The tests showed that the train performed as expected. 

The rate of energy recycling during braking, which is used to recharge the batteries, is very 

high, over 90%, allowing energy savings of up to 20%, depending on the itinerary. 

With a range of around 20 kilometres, the zero-emission mode allows the train to run without 

using combustion engines: this feature will be tested in commercial service to reduce pollution 

in certain urban areas. The hybrid Regional Train will have the same autonomy on non-

electrified lines as the dual-mode diesel-electric version, up to 1,000 kilometres. 

 

Next steps 

The first hybrid regional train will soon leave the Reichshoffen site to begin its final test phase 

on the French national railway network. These final tests will enable SNCF Voyageurs to 

finalise the admission file that will be presented to the Public Railway Safety Establishment 

(EPSF) with a view to obtaining the necessary authorisations for its commercial operation. This 

period will also be used by SNCF Voyageurs to prepare the operation of the train in the various 

territories (traffic plan, staff training, etc.). The experimental commercial service will start in the 

second quarter of 2023 with traffic in each of the partner regions, before considering the 

deployment of the hybrid solution on the existing Régiolis fleet. 

 

“The trials of the first Régiolis hybrid train demonstrate that hybridisation of diesel trains is a 

realistic solution, both technically and economically, to reduce energy consumption and 

greenhouse gas emissions. Alstom is particularly proud to contribute with SNCF and the 

Occitanie, Grand-Est, Nouvelle-Aquitaine and Centre-Val-de-Loire regions to a cleaner and 

more sustainable mobility” says Jean-Baptiste Eyméoud, President, Alstom France. 

 

“In the battle we are waging on behalf of the Regions to decarbonise TERs, we have chosen 

to invest in hybrid trains, which are a useful solution for reducing CO2 emissions effectively 

and quickly. Alongside hydrogen and biofuel, hybrid trains have their rightful place in the mix 

of technologies we are banking on in our PLANETER program to move away from diesel” says 

Christophe Fanichet, CEO of SNCF Voyageurs. 

 

“We are very proud to participate today in the presentation of the first hybrid train to run on the 

French rail network. The skills of the SNCF and Alstom technical teams have made it possible 

to meet the challenge of integrating an innovative traction chain into existing equipment, thus 

paving the way for the decarbonisation of regional trains. To offer the Regions other 

alternatives to diesel by 2024-2025, we are also working on other solutions, such as hydrogen 

and battery-powered trains, as well as the partial electrification of lines,” says Carole Desnost, 

SNCF Group Director of Technology, Innovation and Projects. 

 

“The climate emergency we are facing means that we have to rethink our modes of transport, 

the main source of greenhouse gas emissions in France. It's not a question of travelling less, 

but of travelling better! This is the whole point of our Green Pact for Occitanie, because I 

believe that mobility is a right. Rail is also a response to the strong demographic growth of our 

region, a tool for regional development. 

I therefore wished to launch an ambitious plan for the development of public transport. This 

involves providing an adapted, quality and accessible service, with attractive prices. And the 

results are there, since ridership has increased on liO trains. Proof that our citizens are ready 

to take the leap when there is an offer. 

Making Occitanie a pioneer and an exemplary region in terms of innovation and low-carbon 

transport naturally involves the train. As early as 2018, I committed the Region, alongside our 
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partners, to the experimentation of the hybrid train, which offers a sustainable progress in terms 

of energy savings and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Today, we are taking a major 

step forward before the commercial launch of this train in early 2023. Tomorrow, we will go 

even further as the first hydrogen train will run between Montréjeau and Luchon in 2025. 

I am convinced that the train remains our best asset in the battle to reduce the carbon footprint 

of our travels”. 

Carole Delga, President of the Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée Region, President of 

Régions de France. 

 

“This "green" technology is one of the solutions that can rapidly generate a significant reduction 

in greenhouse gas emissions from conventional diesel equipment in use, and is fully in line 

with the regional and national strategy in favour of low-carbon mobility. The Grand Est Region 

is proud to participate in this promising project, which will contribute to the greening of railway 

rolling stock and the development of a genuine sector in favour of the sustainable development 

of mobility, participating in the reindustrialisation and the revival of employment in the regions 

concerned”. 

Jean Rottner, President of the Grand Est Region.  

 

“The greening of the TER fleet is one of the major ambitions decided in Néo Terra, the roadmap 

of the New Aquitaine Region intended to accelerate the environmental transition, and one of 

our objectives is the decarbonisation of transport and therefore the withdrawal of diesel TERs 

by 2030. To achieve this, various technologies are envisaged in the Region: rechargeable 

batteries, hydrogen, biodiesel (B100), bioGNV and of course hybridisation, for which I am 

delighted with this presentation. Very soon a hybrid TER will be on the rails, which is excellent 

news for our travellers, for the industry and for the planet”.  

Alain Rousset, President of the Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region. 

 

“The challenge of mobility throughout the Centre-Val de Loire region is our priority. It involves 

saving and renovating local lines, to which we have made a strong commitment with the State, 

but also the vital issue of renewing rolling stock. It is therefore with ambition that we have 

decided to commit to the hybridisation of our existing equipment. The fact that this program is 

moving into the production phase demonstrates its relevance and allows us to foresee, in the 

near future, cleaner trains that are closer to the territories and their inhabitants”. 

François Bonneau, President of the Centre Val de Loire Region. 
 

 

About Alstom 

Leading societies to a low carbon future, Alstom develops and markets mobility solutions that provide 
the sustainable foundations for the future of transportation. Alstom’s product portfolio ranges from high-
speed trains, metros, monorails and trams, to integrated systems, customised services, infrastructure, 
signalling, and digital mobility solutions. Alstom has 150,000 vehicles in commercial service worldwide. 
With Bombardier Transportation joining Alstom on January 29, 2021, the enlarged Group’s combined 
proforma revenue amounts to €14 billion for the 12-month period ended March 31, 2021. Headquartered 
in France, Alstom is now present in 70 countries and employs more than 70,000 people. 
Its employees in France total approximately 12,500, providing a pool of expertise to serve French and 
international clients. Approximately 30,000 jobs are created in France amongst its 4,500 French 
suppliers. 
Alstom™, Coradia™ and Coradia™ Polyvalent are protected trademarks of the Alstom Group. 
http://www.alstom.com 
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About SNCF 
SNCF is one of the world's leading passenger transport and freight logistics groups, with the 

management of the French rail network at its core, generating annual revenues of around €35 billion. 

The Group is present in 120 countries and employs 275,000 people, 220,000 of whom work in France, 

more than half of them in its core railway business. The new SNCF, a public company created on 1 

January 2020, is run by the parent company SNCF, which owns five companies: SNCF Réseau 

(management, operation and maintenance of the French rail network, rail engineering) and its subsidiary 

SNCF Gares & Connexions (station management and development), SNCF Voyageurs (Transilien, TER 

and Intercités, TGV InOUI, OUIGO, Eurostar, Thalys, Alleo, Lyria and distribution with OUI. sncf), Keolis 

(urban, suburban and regional public transport operator in France and worldwide), SNCF Fret (rail freight 

transport) and Geodis (logistics solutions and freight transport). Alongside its customers (passengers, 

local authorities, shippers and railway companies about SNCF Réseau) at the heart of the territories, 

the Group relies on its expertise in all the components of the railway, and more globally in all transport 

services, to meet all their mobility needs in a simple, fluid and sustainable way. 

For more information: http://www.sncf.com 

About the Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée Region 

As part of its Green Pact and with a view to becoming the first positive energy region in Europe, the 

Occitanie Region has made innovation a priority in order to develop the transport of tomorrow in its 

territory. Through its network of liO trains and buses, the Region is investing in rolling stock that 

consumes less energy and is therefore more respectful of the environment.  

The first prototype hybrid train will run in Occitanie in 2023, the rechargeable battery train will be tested 

the same year on the Nîmes - Le-Grau-du-Roi line and the first hydrogen train is expected in 2025 on 

the Montréjeau-Luchon line, for which the Region will manage the work to reopen it. In this respect, it is 

mobilising €52 million for the acquisition of 3 trainsets, the hydrogen motorisation of which will be 

provided by the Alstom site in Tarbes.  

The Occitanie Region is also committed to the road sector by increasing the number of experiments 

with innovative vehicles. BioGNV, bioethanol or green hydrogen, several experiments with buses 

running on less polluting fuels are currently being carried out on the entire regional liO bus network. As 

part of its Green Pact, the Region has committed to gradually replacing diesel buses with more 

environmentally friendly vehicles. To date, around one hundred clean energy vehicles are in circulation 

on the entire liO network. The Region has also embarked on an unprecedented experiment with the 

Tarn-based company SAFRA to transform 15 diesel buses into electric buses with a fuel cell powered 

by hydrogen.   

+ More information: https://lio.laregion.fr/ 

 

About the Grand Est Region 

Transport, mobility and inter-modality are one of the priority areas of competence of the Grand Est 

Region, with a budget of almost 900 million in 2020 (almost a third of the regional budget). The Region 

intends to make daily life easier and to co-construct the mobility of tomorrow. To achieve this, it is 

committed on a daily basis to supporting travel and strengthening the links between large cities and 

medium-sized towns, to opening up its territory to 360 degrees and to preparing the mobility of tomorrow. 

Today, the energy transition, particularly in the field of transport, is a major challenge for the Region, 

which has taken a proactive approach to ensure that the regional passenger rail transport network has 

a high-performance, energy-efficient service with a low carbon footprint. In this respect, the hybridization 

of trains is likely to significantly improve their environmental impact, since the Grand Est Region will 

have the first Régiolis fleet in France by 2025 (when the cross-border Régiolis fleet is brought into 

service), with 98 trains operating in the Grand Est region.  

About the Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region 

As the organising authority for regional rail transport (TER), but also for inter-city road transport and 

school transport, transport and mobility are one of the primary budgets of the Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region. 

http://www.sncf.com/
https://lio.laregion.fr/
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66,000 passengers are transported daily on the TER network, with 700 trips per day, and 225,000 pupils 

on the school lines. Since 2002, the Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region has invested €789 million in the renewal 

of its rolling stock fleet, comprising 195 trainsets, including 66 Régiolis and Regio2N trainsets that will 

be gradually put into service. 

About the Centre-Val de Loire Region 

The Centre-Val de Loire Region has been the organising authority for the TER for the past 20 years and 

has become the main mobility operator in its territory following the NOTRe law and the takeover of the 

departmental road lines, followed by the integration of the TET lines providing links to Paris. Faced with 

the growing challenges of mobility and opening up rural areas, it has a global and intermodal vision 

based, within the framework of the SRADDET, on a service plan and a service charter. By offering free 

school transport, launching a unified regional road network "REMI" and rethinking its range of fares, the 

Centre-Val de Loire Region has created the conditions for greater and more systematic use of its public 

transport offer. Finally, by committing itself to safeguarding the local rail network, it is reaffirming its 

commitment to maintaining a multimodal, complementary and efficient service for all territories. In 2018, 

the Region ordered nearly €460 million worth of new equipment (Regio2N) to ensure the renewal of the 

Corail TET equipment. It has also received 3 Régiolis trainsets which could eventually be involved in 

this experiment. 

 

 

Contacts 

 

Alstom :  

Philippe MOLITOR – 07 76 00 97 79 

Philippe.molitor@alstomgroup.com 
 
SNCF VOYAGEURS - Direction de la Communication TER  
Inès Smachi – 06 23 04 74 44 
ines.smachi@sncf.fr 
  
Région Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée : 
Frédéric Neuman – 06 19 45 88 18  
service.presse@laregion.fr 
 
Région Grand Est :  
Sandra Rupp-Lang – 03 88 15 68 65 
sandra.rupp-lang@grandest.fr 
 
Région Nouvelle-Aquitaine :  
Rachid Belhadj – 05 57 57 02 75  
presse@nouvelle-aquitaine.fr  
 
Région Centre -Val de Loire : 
Fatima Hrich - 02 38 70 30 78 / 06 76 82 83 38 
fatima.hrich@centrevaldeloire.fr 
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